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Abstract: The state of a system is expressed using PFL – a process functional language
in an easily understandable manner. Coming out from monad and state transformers
theory we define our concept of PFL variable environment. Then we introduce the style
in which stateful systems are described using monads in pure lazy functional language
Haskell. Finally, we describe briefly our approach to lazy state manipulation in PFL ,
as an inevitable basis for evaluating the efficiency of implementation of PFL for both
sequential and parallel environments.
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1 Introduction

A purely functional language is concise, composable and extensible [14]. The reasoning
about the pure functional programs defined in terms of expressions and evaluated without
side effects is much simplier than the reasoning about the imperative programs describing
the stateful systems [11].

From the viewpoint of systems design, it seems more appropriate (at least to most
of programmers) to describe the systems using an imperative language, expressing the
state explicitly by variables as memory cells. Although the reliability of an imperative
approach may be increased using object oriented paradigm, it solves neither the problem
of reasoning about the functional correctness of fine grains of computation, since they
are still affected by subsequent updating the cells in a sequence of assignments, nor the
problem of profiling the program to obtain the execution satisfying the time requirements
of a user.
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An imperative functional approach using monads [15, 12], implemented in Haskell [16],
prevents the use of assignments still providing the possibility for manipulating the state
to a programmer in a disciplined and well-defined manner. Although the scripts written
in Haskell are sometimes obscure for an imperative programmer, the idea of hidding the
assignments in mutable abstract types and optimising the lazy evaluation is inspirative.
On the other hand, impure languages, such as Standard ML [10], offer efficiency benefits
and sometimes make a more compact mode of expression [12].

From the viewpoint of a user, the layout of PFL – an experimental process functional
language is somewhere between imperative and pure functional languages, since the vari-
able environment is visible to a user, and the definitions of processes are purely functional,
i.e. without assignments and without environment variables. This supports, as we hope,
the simplification of the systems design and, at the same time, the simplier reasoning
about the systems. From the viewpoint of implementation, PFL is between an impure
eager functional language and a monadic lazy pure functional language. It is because the
different binding of variable environment to PFL processes than that can be seeen in
impure languages. The concept of PFL variable environment is presented in the Section
2.

The implementation of PFL constructs, such as lambda proposition for updating the
internal state of arrays defined as partial extensionally defined processes, spatial types,
the loops, array comprehensions, as well as the conformance to object paradigma on the
basis of instances of PFL classes can be found in our recent papers [2, 3, 4, 5].

The goal of this paper is twofold. In the Section 3 we show the state manipulation
using monads in Haskell. In the Section 4 we present how the state can be manipulated
lazily in PFL and we show informally the semantic equivalence of both approaches.

2 PFL Variable Environment

The PFL type system comprises unit type () as it is in Haskell. However, in contrast to
Haskell, this type has control value, representing the control [2]. It means for example,
that the control value cannot be an argument of a constructor of an algebraic type, or a
function.

Let t be a data type. Then the type
∼
t= t ∪ () ranges over a data type and unit type.

The type
∼
t is hidden to a user.

The PFL processes differ from functions just by their type definitions, not by their
definitions. It means that type definitions for processes are obligatory. The type definition
of a process comprises either () for an argument or the value type, or an argument type
in the form V t, where V is an environment variable and t is a data type.

The well known and commonly accepted concept of the variable environment in both
imperative and impure functional languages is as follows. The variable environment Env
is the domain which maps variables Var to their values Val, according to (1).

Env = Var → Val (1)

If env is the actual environment, V is a variable and e is the value of an expression,
then, according to (1), env V is a value retrieved from the variable V, and env[V 7→ e] is
a new environment that maps V to the value of an expression e.

On the other hand, a PFL variable is not just a cell; it is an overloaded mapping

V ::
∼
t→ t with two instances – the access and the update instance, provided to a user



via syntactic shortcut V t for a type of argument, as mentioned above. Such mappings
belong to the category of mutable abstract types and they are defined according to (2)

the access
V :: () → t
V () = env V

the update
V :: t → t
V x = x

(2)

Notice the difference between V , which is a function, and V, which is a corresponding
environment variable in (2).

The environment env is affected during evaluation according to (3) as follows:

Eval[[(λv. e) (V ())]] env = Eval[[e[(V ())/v]]] env
Eval[[(λv. e) (V m)]] env = Eval[[e[m/v]]] env[V 7→ e]

(3)

where e and m are expressions.
A syntactic form of a variable attributed type V t as an argument type of a process

allows a user to consider the visible variable environment in role of input memory gate of
process bodies, consisting of a subset of environment variables, that are possibly shared
by multiple definitions of processes in the same scope – global, local or object one.

Processes may be applied either to control values, and computed using values accessed
from the environment variables forming this gate, or to data values and computed using
them, updating the environment variables by this value before.

Concluding, the state is defined by the environment, that internaly conforms to that
used in imperative and impure functional languages, but for the reasons of its binding to
process bodies, the PFL semantics is the same as the semantics of monadic approach, as
we will show i Section 4.

Since the access and update instances are applied implicitly, i.e. they never occur
in the process definitions, the state change strongly depends on the order in which the
arguments of a process are evaluated. The transformation of eager PFL programs to the
programs evaluated lazily, preserving the determinism of computation, we present in the
Section 4.

3 Monads and State Transformers

In this section we illustrate the monadic approach to state manipulation in Haskell [1, 9,
12, 13, 15].

A monad [9, 12] is a triple (M, return, then) consisting of a type constructor M and
two polymorphic functions return and then, as follows:

return :: a → M a
then :: M a → (a → M b) → M b

that must satisfy the laws (4), (5) and (6).

then (return a) k = k a (4)

then m return = m (5)

then m (λa. then (k a) (λb. h b)) = then (then m (λa. k a)) (λb. h b) (6)



The state transformer is a function which, given a state, produces a pair of result:
a value and a new state [8, 9]. Using Haskell notation, let us define type synonym, as
follows.

type ST s a = s → (a, s)

Using state transformer the computation is seen as transforming one state into another
– the new state is constructed by modifying the old one.

Now, let us define the state transformer in terms of monad (ST, returnST, thenST )
where operations returnST and thenST are defined as follows.

returnST :: a → ST s a
returnST a s = (a, s)

thenST :: ST s a → (a → ST s b) → ST s b
thenST m k s = k x s′ where (x, s′) = m s

Function thenST is defined by the expression using local definition in where clause.
The definitions above are purely functional.
It is easy to prove, that returnST and thenST satisfy three monadic laws. The law

(4) is proved as follows.

thenST (returnST a) k ⇒ λs. k x s′ where (x, s′) = returnST a s
⇒ λs. k x s′ where (x, s′) = (a, s)
⇒ λs. k a s
⇒ k a

Hence

thenST (returnST a) k = k a 2

The proof of the laws (5) (6) is similar, and it is left to a reader. We introduce just
the results below.

thenST m (returnST ) = m
thenST m (λa. thenST (k a) (λb. h b) = thenST (thenST m (λa. k a)) (λb. h b))

Informally, function returnST takes a result of computation a and state s and produces
pair (a,s), which can be used for the next computation. Function thenST is used for
composition of functions in monadic form.

Using state transformers the state transformation during computation is defined ex-
plicitly. The state is passed as an argument to a function and received as second item of
a result pair.

Sometimes function thentST can be found in the form as follows.

thenST :: ST s a → ST s b → ST s b
thenST m k s = k s′, where (x, s′) = m s

The function thenST is used when only state item s′ of pair value of m s is important
for the next computation.

Now, let us define a pure function f

f :: T1 → T2 → ... → Tn → a
f x1 x2 . . . xn = e



which value given by expression e of a type a depends only on its arguments.
On the other hand, the value of the function t

t :: T1 → T2 → ... → Tn → ST s a
t x1 x2 . . . xn = e′

given by expression e′ is of the type s → (a, s), hence it is a state transformer that
when applied to an old state, produces the value and the new state, both dependent on
arguments x1, x2, . . .xn, as well as on the old state. Therefore, by lambda abstraction,
the transformer t may be abstracted to the next equivalent form

t′ :: T1 → T2 → ... → Tn → s → (a, s)
t′ x1 x2 . . . xn s = e′ s

which however, when applied, produces the value and the new state of computation
directly, since the old state is its argument. This is however just user view; internal lambda
representation for both t and t′ transformers is the same.

Let us introduce an example, which illustrates the definition of state transformers in
Haskell. For the purpose of simplicity, the state is represented by a pair of integers.

type State = (Int, Int)

getX, getY :: ST State Int
getX (x, y) = (x, (x, y))
getY (x, y) = (y, (x, y))

setX, setY :: Int → ST State ()
setX x′ (x, y) = ((), (x′, y))
setY y′ (x, y) = ((), (x, y′))

swapXY :: ST State ()
swapXY = getX ‘thenST ‘

λx. getY ‘thenST ‘
setX ‘thenST ‘
setY x

sumST :: ST State Int
sumST = getX ‘thenST ‘

λx. getY ‘thenST ‘
λy. returnST (x + y)

Then, for example sumST (2, 3) = (5, (2, 3)), and swapST (2, 3) = ((), (3, 2)).
In the example above, ‘thenST ‘ is infix form of thenST .
In spite of imperative semantics (the operation ‘thenST ‘ is used to define explicit

sequencing), the definitions of the state transformers are purely functional.
Although the monad semantics is well-defined and the state in Haskell is manipulated

lazily [8], programs using monads in Haskell [16] become sometimes obscure even for
experienced programmer. That is why more expressive language construct, such as monad
comprehensions are provided to a user.



4 Lazy State Evaluation in PFL

PFL is a superset of a purely functional language. A PFL purely functional program may
comprise variable environment, not however the application of processes to expressions
of unit type. Then the environment does not affect the function of computation. For the
reasons of strict semantics of variable updates, the eager evaluation for PFL programs
is supposed, as a starting point for further optimisation. In this matter we proceed in
backward direction, as it is in lazy languages, where a program is represented in a lazy
form and then it is optimised using strictness analysis.

It may be noticed, that one of the reasons for the different approaches, is that the
state in a lazy language is passed to evaluation explicitly via arguments while in PFL the
state represented environment is affected implicitly, i.e. by the application of processes
accessing and/or updating the environment variables.

In particular, we are interested in the semantical equivalence of PFL and monadic
Haskell languages. Although the detailed proof is over the limited scope of this paper, we
present its essential principle based on

– the transformation of a PFL program into Haskell monadic form, and
– the transformation of eager representation of a PFL program into ’the most’ lazy form

To precede misunderstanding, please notice, that types in PFL are designated by
identifiers starting with lowercase letters, which prevents the clash with the environment
variables that are starting with uppercase letters. Haskell types (type constructors) start
with uppercase letters.

Let Env is a Haskell type which represents an environment env. Then State may be
expressed as follows:

data State = Env

Let us have a PFL process or function type definition, in the form as follows:

f :: t1 → t2 → . . . → tn →
∼
t

where ti = V ti |
∼
ti,

∼
ti,

∼
t are PFL types that range over data types and unit type,

i.e. they are exactly Haskell data types Ti, and T .
Hence, the PFL type definition above may be expressed in terms of Haskell type

definition as follows:

T [[f :: t1 → t2 → . . . → tn →
∼
t ]] = f ′ :: T1 → T2 → . . . → Tn → ST State T (7)

Let us define functions aV for the access and uV for update the environment variables,
on the basis of access and update instances (2) and the applications (2), that affect the
environment, as follows.

aV :: V ar → ST Env V al
aV var env = return (accessV ariable id env) env

uV :: V ar → V al → ST Env V alue
uV var val env = return val (updateV ariable id val env)



Let a PFL process or function application occurs somewhere in PFL expression, as
follows.

f e1 e2 . . . en

Then PFL application above is expressed in terms of Haskell monadic operations as
follows.

A [[f e1 e2 . . . en]] = E [[e1]] λv1. E [[e2]] . . . λvn−1. E [[en]] λvn. f ′ v1 v2 . . . vn (8)

where

E [[ei]] =


then ei, if ti =

∼
ti

then aV [[V ]], if ti = V ti ∧ ei = ()
then uV [[V ]] ei, if ti = V ti ∧ ei 6= () ∧ not(aff ei)
then (A[[ei]] ‘then‘ uV [[V ]]), if ti = V ti ∧ ei 6= () ∧ aff ei

In the E scheme definition above, if (aff ei) is true, then the evaluation of the ex-
pression ei depends on the state or it change the state, otherwise the state is not affected
by the ei. The target Haskell form of application preserves the leftmost innermost or-
der of evaluation of the source PFL application, evaluating the arguments first and then
applying the process/function to their values.

In the next stage we will show the principle of subsequent transformation to get the lazy
evaluated code for PFL programs. The need for laziness is given by functional requirements
for terminating the programs, as well as by an efficiency requirement reducing the time
of computation as much as possible.

The transformation of eager to lazy evaluation introduced below comes out from the
application dependency analysis – a form of static analysis of programs, which is a derivate
of call dependency analysis, described in [6]. Essentially, the principle of a method, when
applied to stateful systems, is in mining the grains of the computation that, are neither
affected nor they affect the state. More formally, if evaluation of an expression ei neither
depends on nor change the state of computation and ti = ti, than the step of optimiz-
ing transformation defined by the scheme O makes the evaluation ’more’ lazy, since the
evaluation of ei is suppressed being left out of eager evaluation order.

O[[E [[e1]] λv1. E [[e2]] . . . λvi−1. E [[ei]] λvi. E [[ei+1]] . . . λvn. f ′ v1 . . . vi−1 vi vi+1 . . . vn]] =
E [[e1]] λv1. E [[e2]] . . . λvi−1. E [[ei+1]] . . . λvn. f ′ v1 . . . vi−1 ei vi+1 . . . vn

5 Conclusion

In this paper the binding of the variable environment to processes of PFL – an experi-
mental process functional language is described. Introducing the way, in which the state
is manipulated using monads in Haskell, we have shown, that the state manipulation
by the application of PFL processes is equivalent to that using monads. As a result, we
have presented the transformation of PFL programs into the lazy form, that allows us
to implement the laziness in PFL , and helps us to apply the transformation rules when
profiling the PFL programs for both sequential and parallel environments.

Our goal is not just to implement PFL sequentially or to bind it to MPI[7]. The aim
is to integrate the systems design and profiling the systems incorporating them in the



language tool based on the process functional paradigma. This, as we hope, may signif-
icantly increase the reliability the systems, satisfying at the same time the requirements
for both correct function and behavior of the systems.
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